
 
 

 

 

 

Detailed Responsibilities: 

 

1. Maintains production rate of 300 pcs per hour 
2. Understands Quality Management Assurance policy and maintains product quality; reports nonconforming 

product to QA and/or supervisor for corrective action 
3. Verifies and ensures finished pieces are free from paint defects including overspray, paint on shield or leg, paint 

runs, dots, cracked finishes, blisters, flaking 
4. Verifies and ensures finished parts are free from chrome defects including yellowing, water spots, blisters, dull 

finishes, flaking, peeling 
5. Verifies and ensures finished parts have good weld attachment and weld location 
6. Accurately dispositions defective parts to R-Log with inspection sheet documentation of defects 
7. Does not reject good parts to R-log; able to offer explanation of defects 
8. Accurately completes documentation and initials boxes upon completion of packing 
9. Does not mix part numbers or left-hand / right-hand 

10. Ensures piece counts are 100% correct 
11. Maintains zero defects including top-layer audits and unannounced inspections 
12. Verifies parts meet customer packing and quality requirements 
13. Verifies part numbers on routing sheets match parts being packed 
14. Insures all product is accurately identified with correct paperwork and routing tags 
15. Accurately records available component inventories and R-log rejected assemblies 
16. Uses inspection tools and gages to measure excessive chrome, weld location and hole placement 
17. Inspect incoming plated goods 
18. Accurately completes defect tags for each bin, box. 
19. Other non-specific duties as required by supervisor 

 

Essential Skills and Experience: 
 

1. 20/30 close vision or better 
2. Ability to maintain focus on detailed visual work for extended periods 
3. Digital dexterity to manipulate small parts 
4. Ability to stand or sit for extended periods 
5. Reading/writing/math/communication skills to process and interpret routine company forms 
6. Ability to follow General Safety rules 

 
Physical Demands: 
Requires the ability to stand or sit for extended periods; walk, crouch, kneel, balance, climb stairs; uses hands and arms 
to reach; occasionally lifts up to 40 pounds; specific vision abilities include close vision 20/30 or better with or without 
corrective lenses, distance vision, depth perception, peripheral vision and the ability to adjust and focus. Works indoors 
but is exposed to weather conditions prevalent at the time. Noise level is low to moderate. 
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